
DIRECTIONS FOR UNLOADING AND PARKING 
 
Refer to the Cheekwood.org website for directions to the Front Gate of 
Cheekwood, 1200 Forrest Park Dr., Nashville, under Visit, then Parking and 
Directions. 
 
To access the Back Gate (Cheek Rd. Gate), do not turn into Forrest Park Dr., 
but continue on Page Rd. to the second street on the left, Cheek Rd. 
Proceed 0.4mi to 111 Cheek Rd. to the Back Gate.  There is a tall green sign on 
the lefthand side of the street and a mailbox across the street says 122. 

 
BEFORE 8:45 AM- Enter only via the Back Gate and follow the road around 
to Botanic Hall (bldg. near H) as shown on the Cheekwood map.  You may 
unload at the front door and then park in Lot A which is on the left just past 
Botanic Hall.  Grooming areas are in the back of Massey Auditorium and in 
the kitchen area.  Locate an area in which to work and then move your vehicle 
to Lot A (ASAP) so as to clear the area for incoming visitors.  You may also 
unload at the back of Botanic Hall. 
 
AFTER 8:45AM- Enter only via the Front Gate and tell the parking attendant 
at the top of the hill that you are entering the rose show and need to unload 
behind Botanic Hall. Pass thru the stone gates and the parking attendant there 
will have been radioed to let you turn left into the small drive beside the Rose 
Study Garden (G) which dead-ends behind Botanic Hall.  Enter Massey 
Auditorium via the glass doors on your left, unload and find a place to work 
there or in the kitchen area and then park in Lot A.  Move your vehicle ASAP 
as this is a small area. 
 
We apologize for the rather confusing directions and the necessity of having 
two different entrances for exhibitors due to Cheekwood’s opening at 9AM..  
Be sure to park in Lot A where we have 25 spaces reserved or in the overflow 
parking outside the stone gates if you arrive for other events later in the day.  
There is a small shuttle that runs in the overflow parking if Lot A is full. 


